Pathologic analysis of sentinel lymph nodes in melanoma patients: current and future trends.
Sentinel lymph node dissection (SLND) has become the standard of care for the staging of clinically-node negative melanomas and breast cancers. A large literature documents the efficacy of SLND in the staging of melanoma and breast cancer. The SLND has lower associated patient morbidity in comparison to elective node dissections that remove the closest regional-draining node group. SLND has improved accuracy over traditional regional node dissection for the staging of melanoma. Currently, several multicenter trials are evaluating the prognostic significance of melanoma micrometastases in SLN detected by immunohistochemical and molecular methods. Pending trial outcome analysis, SLND has no proven effect on mortality. However, given the current oncologic emphasis on detection and removal of nodal tumor metastases, the technique has an important role in minimizing the invasiveness of tumor staging for melanoma and breast cancer. As long as lymph node metastases are used for staging solid malignancies, surgical pathologists are likely to encounter SLN excisional biopsies as a part of their routine practice.